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Cookie Cow Shuffle
Girls learn about the cookies with this fun activity

These hungry cows are on the moo-ve, with bellies full of 
cookie knowledge.   Girls will sell with clarity and confidence when 
they brush up on their cookie facts with the Cookie Cow Shuffle.  They’ll 
be ready to “name that cookie” after watching the cows scoot around 
the field.

 Supplies:
  �    3 cow cups 
 3 white paper cups - (check the party section  of a 
                 store where they sell solid color party products)
                  Pipe cleaners (3 pink, 3 black, 2 yellow)
                 Cow clip art (for nose and hair flower) (art provided)
                 6 plastic eyes (approximately 5/8” diameter)
                 Black permanent marker
  �   Cow shuffle mat (template provided)
  �   Tape, glue, nail, scissors, (clear laminate, cover or pkg tape)
  �   Cookie fact cards (template provided)
  �    Cookies and cookie boxes

Girl Scouts learn the importance of knowing their product when they play Cookie Cow Shuffle.

How to Play
1.  Set up the station:  Place the cow mat on a table, cover with a clear cover;  Line up cookie boxes on either 
side of the mat, matching a stack of Cookie Fact Cards in front of each box;  Place the three cow cups on the 
mat; Place a Samoas under the center cup, and two other varieties under the other two cups. 
2.  Talk to the girls about the importance of knowing all about the product that they are selling, so that they 
can answer all the questions that customers may ask.  
3.  Invite a girl to play.  Lift the center cup to show her the Samoas, and 
introduce it as yummy cookie with coconut, chocolate and caramel.  
4.  Ask her to keep her eye on the cow with the Samoas and see if she 
can locate it after the cows wander around the field.  
5.  Scoot the cows around the field quickly (without lifting the cups), mixing the cups up.  
6.  When you stop, invite the girl to guess which cow is covering the Samoas.  If she picks the Samoas, con-
gratulate her.  If she picks one of the others, say “I don’t think that’s a Samoas - do you know which cookie 
that is?”  Invite  her to  use the Cookie Fact Cards to help identify and describe it (If the girl is old enough 
allow her to choose a card and read it, if not, allow her to choose a card for you to read).  Change the cookies 
under the  cups occassionally throughout the event.

NOTE:  For larger events, you may want to make more than one 
station to accomodate multiple girls at one time.  This is a great 
station to recruit older Girl Scouts to staff.
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Make a Cow Pasture Shuffle Mat
1.  Print and assemble the shuffe mat, per the instructions and templates on the pages that follow.

NOTE:  In order to shuffle the cookies around  the mat smoothly, we recommend that you either lami-
nate the mat (can be done before or after assembly) OR place the mat on the table with a clear table 
cloth on top (or use an inexpensive clear shower curtain liner as a table cloth) to create a smooth, 
cleanable surface for the cookies to slide across.

2.  Use a black marker to color in cow spots  around the cup 
(front, sides, back, top).  Try to make them look the same on all 
three cups so that it is difficult to tell them apart when the cups 
are shuffled.

Make a set of 3 Cow Cups
1.  Apply the eyes, hair flower, and nose to the front of each cup 
(cut out and glue them on or draw them)

3.  Use a nail to poke two  holes in the top of the cup for 
the “horns”, and  one hole on each side for the ears.

4.  Feed one pink and one black pipecleaner through the ear 
holes, and twist each pair of ends into an ear shape.
5.  Cut the yellow pipecleaners in half.  Take one piece and thread 
one end through each “horn” hole. Bend each end in half to 
create each horn - then push the ends back through the holes.  

Make a set of Cookie Fact Cards
1.  Print the Cookie Fact Cards on card stock, and cut them out.  Stack them face up with the cookie box 
card on top (one stack for each cookie variety).  Note:  Only print the varieties in your council’s sale.

Preparation Instructions
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